
PETRIVKA-REQUIEM (2018)
Kate Voznytsya
Adventures of a disoriented subject under the chaotic
decommunization. An instant of toposonic confusion
when habitude is broken. The film was inspired by the
official renaming of Petrivka metro station. The name,
which derived from the surname of the Soviet
communist Petrovsky was replaced with an ancient
hydronym Pochaina. The renaming led to re-recording
of all Kyiv metro announcements with a new voice, while
the old one had gone for good.

NO WAR IN UKRAINE
March 11 2022

Deep Love (2019)
Mikita Lisykov 
The place of this animated short is the city Dnipro
(Ukraine). Partly a documentary, through the prism
of absurdity and black humor, the film tells the story
about a big city during historical changes and
decommunization.

Краса по-ДНРівськи 
The Republic of Beauty (2016)
Sashko Protyah 
Sashko Protyah is an independent filmmaker
based in Mariupol, Ukraine. He is a collevtive
member of Freefilmers.

experimental music video made
from graffiti on tree bark (2022)
Sashko Protyah + Vasyl Lyah
Sashko Protyah and Vasyl Lyah are collevtive
members of Freefilmers.

The Wonderful Years (2022)
Svitlana Shymko
The research film “The Wonderful Years” explores
the lives of queer women in Ukraine in the late
Soviet Union. It is based on the archive video
materials and interview excerpts from the
research projects on LGBT history.
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Sex Encounters (2020)
Oksana Kazmina
Music video for the Lyuds’ka Podoba Ukrainian Band. 
 Oksana Kazmina is Ukrainian artist and filmmaker, she
is a collective member of FreeFilmers.

МОИ КОСМОС 
MY COSMOS (2019)
Natasha Tzeliuba 
A film about a district called Cosmos in Zaporizhzhia.
Natasha Tzeliuba is a filmmaker and collective member
of FreeFilmers. 

Cosmos Colling pt 5 (2017)
Nikita Liskov 
nikita liskov is a filmmaker and radio surrealism.

Thank you for your support of Artists in Ukraine 



Experiment Ukrainian 
Shorts Fundraiser

Friday March 11 2022 from 6PM - 8PM
Taubman Auditorium - Room 2104

2000 Bonisteel Blvd, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

$20 donation to Ukranian underground art collective FreeFilmers or
National Bank of Ukraine's Account for Armed Forces at door admits
you to a fundraising screening of experimental shorts from Ukraine.

 
 
 

# S t a n d W i t h U k r a i n e
 

Support  FreeFilmers!
http://freefilmers-mariupol.tilda.ws/eng
Fb: https://www.facebook.com/Tvorch.Skhid/
Insta: https://www.instagram.com/ 

please send your $20 Donation via PAYPAL
Account holder: Oksana Kazmina
email: bodypractices@gmail.com
paypal key: 5581586053205922

or follow the QR code to send your donation to the 
National Bank of Ukraine's Account for Armed Forces

http://freefilmers-mariupol.tilda.ws/eng
https://www.facebook.com/Tvorch.Skhid/
https://www.instagram.com/

